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Abstract 
Despite the existence of several exact solutions to the general theory of rela-
tivity, it is still difficult to explain the entire structure of the universe. In this 
paper, we propose a novel three-dimensional spherical (S3) universe model. 
According to this model, the universe had a powerful gravity source at its ori-
gin, and a part of the gravitational source formed a bubble of spacetime in 
which the universe was born. The universe expanded explosively immediately 
after the Big Bang. The energy obtained from the gravity source at the birth of 
the universe is constant, that is, it remains constant from the birth of the un-
iverse to the end. The expansion and contraction of the universe is determined 
by the passage of coordinate time. The S3 universe observed from outside can 
be considered to be a two-dimensional spherical surface by projecting it onto a 
three-dimensional space. On the other hand, the visible universe viewed from 
inside is observed as a three-dimensional sphere with an arbitrary observation 
point. The origin of the S3 universe can be seen to be evenly spread in the outer 
shell of the visible universe. We define visible longitude as the difference be-
tween an observation point and its farthest light source. At an initial phase of 
the expansion of the universe, few stars can be seen, because the visible lon-
gitude is small. However, when the expansion of the universe progresses, the 
number of visible stars also increases, since visible longitude increases. In our 
S3 universe model, the redshifts observed and reported so far in literature ap-
pear to indicate that the expansion of the universe is accelerating. Our S3 un-
iverse model can thus lead to a novel exact solution to general relativity. 
 
Keywords 
Redshift, S3 Universe, Expansion, General Relativity, Big Bang 

 

1. Introduction 

Current exact solutions to general relativity can correctly explain the deforma-
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tion of spacetime under specific conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], but Freedman’s 
solution, which explains the chronological changes of the entire universe, cannot 
explain the accelerated expansion of the universe [6] [7] [8]. We present in this 
paper a three-dimensional spherical (S3) universe model. This model can show 
the entire structure of the universe as seen from outside of the universe from its 
birth to its end, as well as the chronological changes of the universe as observed 
from inside. The S3 universe has a strong source of gravity in its center, and a 
part or all of it became a spacetime bubble where the universe was born [9]. The 
S3 universe was explosively expanded by the Big Bang shortly after its birth, just 
like the current universe [9], eventually becoming a great sphere after the rate of 
expansion had slowed. Soon after, the S3 universe started to contract gradually; 
the speed of the contraction increased until it finally contracted to the original 
origin (Figure 1) [9] [10]. 

When the S3 universe is viewed from outside, it is possible to define the chro-
nological changes of the entire structure using coordinate time, which can ex-
press the expansion and contraction of the S3 universe. On the other hand, when 
viewed from inside, the S3 universe appears, similar to the current universe, as a 
celestial sphere that spreads evenly in all directions [11] [12]. Soon after the birth 
of the S3 universe, light reaching an arbitrary observation point is only the near-
est light of the Big Bang. After the birth of stars, the light from neighboring stars 
reaches sequentially, and when the expansion speed of the S3 universe slows  
 

 
Figure 1. Life of the S3 universe. The red spheres show the expansion and contraction of 
the S3 universe with the passage of coordinate time from an external view. r represents the 
radius at coordinate time w = ct, and φ represents the latitude of the S3 universe. 
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down, light from a long distance away starts to arrive sequentially. The longitude 
difference between the farthest light source from which light can be emitted and 
the observation point is defined as visible longitude. Stars visible in the entire 
celestial sphere are sparse at the beginning of the expansion since the visible lon-
gitude is small then, but the number of visible stars increases as the universe ex-
pands as a result of the increase in visible longitude. When the universe reaches 
its maximum expansion, the light from the observation point reaches the visible 
longitude of π/2. The visible longitude increases even during the contraction 
phase, as does the number of visible stars. Finally, the universe contracts to the 
origin and ends when the contraction speed increases and cosmic microwave 
background (CMB) reaches the longitude difference of π [9]. From the stand-
point of an internal view of the universe, the gravity source, which is the origin 
of the universe, is in the outer shell of the celestial sphere, and the entire un-
iverse can be interpreted to be the bubble of spacetime floating in the gravity 
source at the origin [9].  

2. Definition of the S3 Space Model 

The S3 universe is represented by four dimensions: x, y, and z-coordinates for 
space, and the w-coordinate that indicates space expansion and contraction. The 
w coordinate has a dimension of distance determined by multiplying time t by 
the speed of light c, where t is defined as the coordinate time of the S3 universe. 
When the radius of the great sphere of S3 at coordinate time zero is R, the rela-
tionship x2 + y2 + z2 + w2 = R2 holds. When the radius of the S3 universe at coor-
dinate time t (w = ct) is r, the latitude of the S3 is defined as φ as shown in Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2. Latitude φ is zero on the great sphere (w = 0) and φ = arc-
sin(ct/R) at arbitrary coordinate time t (w = ct), where −π/2 ≤ φ ≤ π/2. The rate 
of increase of the radius r at coordinate time t is defined as the expansion speed 
of the S3 universe, which is expressed by v. They are related by the expressions r 
= Rcos(φ) and v = dr/dt = −ctan(φ). As shown by the green line in Figure 2, the 
radius r of the S3 universe becomes zero at a start point (w = −R), R at the great 
sphere (w = 0), and zero again at an end point (w = R). On the other hand, as 
shown by the blue line in the figure, the expansion speed v of the radius r is 
maximum immediately after the start point, zero on the great spherical surface, 
and negative maximum just before the end point. 

In this paper, without considering local spacetime distortions, we believe that 
the expansion and contraction of the S3 universe occur evenly in all directions of 
the space coordinates, and that the celestial bodies in the S3 universe are statio-
nary at each respective position. Therefore, even if the radius of the S3 universe 
changes, the relative positions of the celestial bodies in the space coordinates do 
not change. As shown in Figure 3, the angle β formed by the directions of the 
expansion velocity vectors of the two celestial bodies represents the longitude 
difference between the two celestial bodies, and this longitude difference is al-
ways constant regardless of the expansion and contraction of the S3 universe. 
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Figure 2. Radius of the S3 universe and its expansion velocity. The green semicircle shows 
the change in the radius r of the S3 universe with the passage of w = ct at the coordinate 
time. φ is the S3 latitude of the radius r at w = ct with respect to the great sphere at w = 0. 
The blue curve depicts the expansion speed v of the radius r. In the enlarged circled inset, 
the ratio of the elongation vΔt of the radius r to the advancement cΔt of coordinate time 
is shown to be the same as the expansion speed ratio v/c = −tan(φ) with respect to the 
speed of light at latitude φ. Since this figure shows a contraction process, v is negative. 

3. A Light Path of the S3 Universe 

For a stationary light source and observation point, the light path (distance of 
geodesic) that runs in the S3 universe is elongated when compared to the light 
path that runs in a stationary space, because the radius r of the S3 universe 
changes during the time it takes for the light emitted from the light source to 
reach the observation point. As shown in Figure 2 (circled), the light path of a  
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Figure 3. Longitude difference between two celestial bodies. This represents the S3 un-
iverse at each latitude φ as seen from the outside. The small red spheres represent both 
stationary celestial bodies, and the arrows extending from the celestial bodies represent 
positive expansion velocity vectors in blue and negative expansion velocity vectors in red, 
respectively. The angle β formed by the expansion velocity vectors of the two celestial bo-
dies is the longitude difference between their spatial coordinates, and it is always constant 
regardless of the latitude φ of the S3 universe.  
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minute distance is elongated to the distance of hypotenuse cΔtsec(φ) compared 
to the distance cΔt, when light runs in a stationary space. This elongation of the 
light path occurs due to the principle of constant light speed. The reason for this 
is that the proper time needed for the light to travel this minute distance is 
greater than the coordinate time required to travel the same distance. When the 
proper time of the S3 universe at latitude φ is τ, the light path of the minute dis-
tance, cΔτ ≈ cΔtsec(φ), and the elongation of the proper time relative to the 
coordinate time can be expressed as dτ/dt = sec(φ), as shown in Figure 4 (blue 
line). When the ratio sec(φ) is integrated so that the proper time begins from 
zero and the integration constant is π/2, the following equation that shows the 
elongation of the proper time with respect to coordinate time is obtained as 
shown in Figure 4 (green line). 

( )c c c c π πsec d arcsin d arcsin
2 2

t tt t
R R R R

α ϕ ϕ    = = = + = +        
∫ ∫      (1) 

The result of this integration shows the advancement of longitude (angular dis-
tance), in which light runs in the expanding or contracting space coordinate from 
the origin, while coordinate time advances in the direction of the w-coordinate  
 

 
Figure 4. Progression of proper time and visible longitude of the S3 universe. The hori-
zontal axis represents the ratio of the w-coordinate to the maximum radius R. The blue 
line shows the progression of the proper time with respect to the coordinate time dτ/dt. 
The green line depicts the angular distance α traveled by the light of the Big Bang, which 
is the visible longitude of the observable universe. 
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from w = −R to ct. Since this is what we call visible longitude α, the equation of α 
= φ + π/2 holds true. The path of light in the S3 universe from origin to latitude 
φ is shown by a green arc of radius R/2 in Figure 5(d), and the distance of the 
light path is the same as the arc of the great circle Rα of radius R and angle α de-
picted in Figure 5. This Rα represents the optical path length of the Big Bang 
light, namely the CMB observed at an arbitrary latitude φ, and Rα is hereinafter 
referred to as an optical radius. In Figure 5, the longitude difference between the 
observation point G and the light sources G0, G1, G2, and G3 on the optical path 
is always constant. Therefore, the longitude difference β between the observation 
point and each light source is equal to the difference between latitude φ when 
the light is observed at the observation point and latitude φs when the light is 
emitted from the light source. In other words, β = φ − φs holds. 

4. Structure of the S3 Universe as Revealed by an Internal  
View 

We consider a single path of light from the Big Bang that ran soon after the birth 
of the S3 universe. When this light travels on an S3 circumference with varying 
radius r and arrives at an observation point, it appears to an observer to be tra-
velling in a one-dimensional straight line. This one-dimensional straight line is a 
line segment of a certain length for an observer standing in the center. The dis-
tance from the observer to the end of the line segment is optical radius a of the 
light from the Big Bang. The observer observes the light simultaneously with 
light emitted on the same line by a star. Here we assume a three-dimensional 
space in which all lights appear straight, and we use Cartesian coordinates x', y', 
z' with an observation point G as an origin. Two paths of light are emitted at the 
Big Bang and reach the observation point by running right and left on the cir-
cumference of the S3 universe becoming one-dimensional segments starting 
from an origin G and extending right and left on the x'-axis of these coordinates, 
as shown in Figure 6(a). When this line is rotated 180 degrees (π) around the 
z'-axis, it becomes an inside-filled circle of radius Rα in a two-dimensional x-y 
plane, as shown in Figure 6(b). Lights coming from all directions to an observer 
in the center include not only the lights from the Big Bang, but also lights origi-
nating in stars and traveling along the light paths. Furthermore, when the 
two-dimensional circle is rotated 180 degrees (π) around the y-axis, it generates 
an inside-filled three-dimensional sphere of optical radius Rα at the time of ob-
servation, as shown in Figure 6(c). This sphere represents the visible universe at 
latitude φ, and the origin of the S3 universe appears evenly spread in the outer 
shell of the visible universe at that time. We show the changes in latitude φ and 
optical radius Rα of the visible universe with the passage of coordinate time in 
Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b). The rate of change of the optical radius of the visi-
ble universe is shown by the blue line in Figure 4 and is the same as the change 
of dτ/dt; it decreases during an expansion phase and increases during a contraction 
phase. When the farthest light (electromagnetic wave) from visible longitude π 
reaches the observation point, the entire universe converges to one point and ends. 
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Figure 5. The red semicircles in panels (a), (b), (c) and (d) show x-y cross sections of the 
S3 universe at latitude φ, and the green arc QL of radius R/2 and center P shows a path of 
light emitted from origin Q and running the distances of α = π/6, π/3, π/2 and 2π/3, re-
spectively. The light path of arc QL is the same as the length Rα of the arc EM, which is a 
projection of radius R on the great sphere. G0, G1, G2, G3 and G are celestial bodies on the 
light path, and longitude differences between them do not change despite the changes in 
the radius of the S3 universe.  
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Figure 6. Visible structure of the S3 universe. (a) The red circle is the circumference s at 
latitude φ = π/6, and G is the stationary observation point on the circumference. The 
green and orange arcs indicate optical paths (light trajectories) from the visible longitude 
±α (α = φ + π/2 = 2π/3) observed at point G at φ = π/6. Gs with a subscript indicate the 
optical path positions of a light source (an astronomical object) at the time of emission. 
Each subscript represents the longitude β from observation point G. The horizontal green 
and orange lines extending from G to the left and right are line segments on an 
x'-coordinate axis of three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates (x'-, y'-, z'-axis) with ob-
servation point G as the origin. The optical radius (Rα = 2πR/3) is given from the obser-
vation point G to the left and right. (b) When this one-dimensional line segment is ro-
tated through 180 degrees (π), it becomes a two-dimensional circle with radius a on the 
x-y plane. (c) When this two-dimensional circle is rotated 180 degrees (π), it transforms 
into a three-dimensional sphere with an optical radius Rα.  
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Figure 7. The S3 universe as seen from external and internal perspectives. (a) The red 
spheres show the S3 universe as seen from the outside at some latitude φ. (b) Yellow-green 
spheres are full three-dimensional spheres that represent the visible universe with an opt-
ical radius a that can be observed from any point G inside the S3 at latitude φ. 

5. Redshift Observed in the S3 Universe 

The observation that the current universe appears to be expanding in an accele-
rated way [13] [14] [15] [16] is also confirmed in our S3 universe model. The 
reason for this observation is that we are looking at past light emitted by a star 
when the velocity of expansion was larger than that at the time of observation. 
According to the principle of constant light velocity, we believe that light in a flat 
spacetime travels at velocity c with respect to the coordinate time t, and light in 
an expanding or contracting S3 universe travels at velocity of c with respect to 
the proper time τ of a passing point. Consequently, the expansion velocity of the 
radius r against the light velocity v/c = −tan(φ) can be regarded as elongation of 
proper time τ at latitude φ against coordinate time t. During the expansion 
phase of the universe, the rate of expansion decreases depending on the light 
path, namely the difference in longitude, during the period of light emission to 
the observation point with the passage of time (the area of positive v in Figure 
2). Therefore, redshift increases, as the passage of proper time at the time of ob-
servation is delayed compared to that at light emission, and the wave length of 
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the observed light increases. Since the energy of light at the time of emission re-
flects the frequency determined by the proper time, and the increase of proper 
time compared to coordinate time at the time of emission at latitude φ is sec(φ) 
(blue line in Figure 4), the frequency ντ of light L at the emission time in terms 
of proper time becomes sec(φ)-fold of the frequency νt of coordinate time. In 
other words, vτ/vt = sec(φ), and the ratio of wave lengths becomes the inverse of 
this equation, namely, λτ/λt = cos(φ). 

When the observation point G is on the S3 universe of latitude φ, we consider 
the light that has travelled a distance of Rβ from the light source Gs to an obser-
vation point G with longitude difference β. If we assume that a light source Gs at 
the time of light emission is of latitude φs, the wave length of the light in terms of 
proper time at the time of emission is λs, the latitude of the observation point G 
at the time of observation is φ and the wave length in terms of proper time is λ. 
We obtain φs = φ − β, because the longitude difference β between the observa-
tion point and the light source is the same as the latitude difference φ − φs be-
tween the times of light emission and observation. If the elongation of the wave 
lengths of a light source and an observation point, in terms of proper time are 
respectively λs/λt = cos(φs) and λ/λt = cos(φ), the elongation of the wave length at 
the time of observation against that of emission is expressed as follows.  

( )
( )

( )
( )s s s

cos cos
cos cos

t

t

ϕ ϕλ λλ
λ λ λ ϕ ϕ β

= = =
−

               (2) 

An uppercase letter Z is used to denote the redshift to distinguish it from the 
letter z for coordinate. When the above equation is inserted in the redshift equa-
tion Z = λ/λs − 1, the following equation that shows redshift in the S3 universe is 
obtained.  

( )
( )

cos
1

cos
Z

ϕ
ϕ β

= −
−

                       (3) 

Figure 8 shows a relationship between the longitude difference β from the 
observation point to the light source and redshift by selecting latitudes of the 
observation points of the S3 universe at regular intervals. It can be understood 
from this figure that the redshift increases in an accelerated fashion as the longi-
tude difference β between the light source and the observation point increases, 
and the curve of increase becomes milder with the increase in φ of the observa-
tion point. On the other hand, during the contraction phase (φ > 0), blueshift 
starts to appear, with minus Z beginning from the light of small β and the light 
source to large β in this order. Upon the increase in latitude φ, the area of the 
blueshift expands. At the observation point during the contraction phase, blue-
shift increases when the longitude difference is β < φ, since Z becomes minus; 
blueshift becomes maximum at β = φ, and the next blueshift decreases at φ < β < 
2φ, and finally Z = 0 at β = 2φ. Furthermore, we found that the redshift Z in-
creases in an accelerated fashion even during the contraction phase, depending 
on the increase in longitude difference β, when the longitude difference β exceeds  
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Figure 8. Redshift in the S3 universe. This figure shows redshift of light observed at lati-
tudes φ = −π/3, −π/6, 0, π/6, π/3 and (89/180) π. The vertical axis represents redshift Z, 
and the horizontal axis depicts the difference in longitude β between the observation 
point and the light source.  
 
2φ. We also discovered that the redshift Z at the observation point of latitude φ 
is determined by the light path Rβ up to the light source, because the horizontal 
axis β of Figure 8, namely the difference β, is proportional to the length of the 
light path Rβ.  

6. Conclusion 

In our S3 universe model, the visible universe is seen from the internal viewpoint 
as a three-dimensional sphere centered on an arbitrary observation point G, and 
the origin of the S3 universe appears to spread evenly over the entire celestial 
body, which is the outer shell of the visible universe. The longitude difference 
between stationary celestial bodies in the S3 universe is always constant, and the 
optical path length of light emitted from the celestial body of the light source 
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and reaching the celestial body of the observation point is always constant, re-
gardless of the change in the dynamic diameter of the S3 universe. However, as 
shown in Figure 8, the redshift observed in the S3 universe is determined by the 
longitude difference β between the light source and the observation point, as 
well as the latitude φ of the S3 universe at the time of observation. From the in-
ternal viewpoint of the S3 universe, when the universe expands and reaches the 
large spherical surface and then contracts, the blueshift is observed in the order 
from the celestial body with the smallest longitude difference (Figure 8, φ = π/6 
blue curve, and π/3 dark blue curves). On the other hand, blueshifts have been 
observed in some of the closest galaxies in the present universe, which in the S3 
universe model coincides with the early stage of contraction immediately after 
the large sphere. Furthermore, from the observation of type Ia supernovae, it 
seems that the current universe began to accelerate and expand again, which is 
consistent with the increase in negative expansion rate in the early stages of the 
contraction of the S3 universe. This result suggests that the S3 universe model is 
one of the leading candidates for the temporal change in the geometry of the 
present universe. 
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Abstract 
We study the transport of a small wave packet in the embedding of the Stu-
eckelberg-Horwitz-Piron relativistic quantum theory into the manifold of 
general relativity around the Schwarzschild solution using a semiclassical ap-
proximation. We find that the parallel transport of the momentum leads to a 
geometrical (Berry type) phase. 
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Geometrical Phase, Quantum Theory in General Relativity, Schwarzschild 
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In this paper, we study the idea called geometric (Berry) phase found by Berry in 
1984 [1] in the context of electromagnetism, in application to the effect of a 
change in direction of the momentum vector parallel transported around a 
closed path on a manifold with curvature, such as in gravitational field [2] (see 
also [3] [4] [5]). This change, as we show, leads to a phase change on its wave 
function [6] in the quantum theory [7] (see also [8] and [9]).  

Stone et al. [10] have discussed the geometrical and Berry phase associated 
with Dirac and Weyl particles; our work deals with the phase generated by pa-
rallel transport for a quantum theory on the manifold of general relativity. 
Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay [11] have discussed the geometric (Berry) phase for 
a Dirac Hamiltonian theory in a gravitational field, pointing out the similarities 
between the effects of gravitation and magnetism. We study here the geometrical 
(Berry) phase on a wave function associated directly with a rigorous quantum 
theory on the manifold. In this paper, we follow a narrow wave packet trans-
ported on a geodesic around a black hole [12] and show that a semicassical ar-
gument leads to such a geometrical phase.  
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For any conserved vector Sµ  infinitesimal parallel transport along a geodesic 
is given by 

d dS x Sλ ν
µ µν λ= −Γ                          (1) 

where dxµ  is along the curve. For the Schwarzchild coordinates , , ,t r θ ϕ , we 
assume a geodesic circle [12] at constant ,t θ  and r and carry out the integra-
tion over ϕ  with measure dϕ . The change in the vector with ϕ  is  

d dS Sλ
µ µϕ λϕ= −Γ                          (2) 

The only non-vanishing components that enter (e.g. [2]) are:  
1

cot

sin cos

r r
ϕ
ϕ

ϕ
θϕ

θ
ϕϕ

θ

θ θ

Γ =

Γ =

Γ = −

                        (3) 

The parallel transport equations can then be written  

 

d 1
d
d

cot
d
d

sin cos
d

rS S
r

S
S

S
S

ϕ

θ
ϕ

ϕ
θ

ϕ

θ
ϕ

θ θ
ϕ

= −

= −

=

                       (4) 

Due to the non-diagonal structure, we see that this system is, in fact, second 
order. At fixed , rθ , differentiating the second and third equations of (4), with 
respect to ϕ , we obtain  

 

2
2

2

2
2

2

d
d
d
d

S
k S

S
k S

θ
θ

ϕ
ϕ

ϕ

ϕ

= −

= −

                         (5) 

where cosk θ= . The solutions of these oscillator type equations are given by  

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

, cos , sin

, cos( ) , sin

S A r k B r k

S C r k D r k
θ

ϕ

θ ϕ θ ϕ

θ ϕ θ ϕ

= +

= +
              (6) 

These solutions determine the equation for rS :  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d 1 , cos , sin
d

rS C r k D r k
r

θ ϕ θ ϕ
ϕ

= − +             (7) 

so that (up to a arbitrary function of , ,r tθ  which we set to zero).  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 , sin , cosrS C r k D r k
kr

θ ϕ θ ϕ= − −             (8) 

We must now set initial conditions at 0ϕ = . From Equation (6) we have  

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0

0

,

,

A r S

C r S
θ

ϕ

θ

θ

=

=
                      (9) 
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and from (8),  

 ( ) ( )0, rD r kr Sθ =                         (10) 

Since our equations are second order there must be just two independent con-
stants of integration. One can eliminate, say, B, D, with initial conditions.  

Using our solutions (6) and (8) and the original Equations (4), we see that  

 

0

0

0

d 1
d

d
cot

d

d
sin cos

d

rS C
r

S
Bk

S
A Dk

θ

ϕ

ϕ

θ
ϕ

θ θ
ϕ

= −

= − =

= =

                   (11) 

so that, substituting for B and D, we have the solutions  

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

cotcos sin

sin coscos sin

1 sin cossin cosr

S A k C k
k

S C k A k
k

S C k A k
kr k

θ

ϕ

θϕ ϕ

θ θϕ ϕ

θ θϕ ϕ

= −

= +

 = − − 
 

           (12) 

with A and C given by the initial conditions (9) one finds the vector for any ϕ ; 
and in particular for 2ϕ = π  at any given θ  for cosk θ= . Note that there is 
no singularity at 2θ = π  ( 0k = ). Substituting (9) into (12), and replacing Sµ  
by pµ  we obtain:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

sin cos2 0 cos 2 1 , sin 2

cot2 0 , cos 2 1 sin 2

2 0

1 1sin 2 , sin cos cos 2 1

r r r

p p p k A r k
k

p p p A r k k
k

p p p

k A r k
kr k

ϕ ϕ ϕ

θ θ θ

θ θϕ ϕ θ

θϕ ϕ θ

ϕ ϕ

θ θ θ

∆ = = − = = − +

∆ = = − = = − −

∆ = = − =

  = − + +

π π π

π π π

π

   
π


π

(13) 

Therefore, after transport in ϕ  from 0 to 2π,  

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

2 0

2 0

2 0r r r r r r

p p p p p p

p p p p p p

p p p p p p

ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ

θ θ θ θ θ θ

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

π

π

π

′ = = = = + ∆ = + ∆

′ = = = = + ∆ = + ∆

′ = = = = + ∆ = + ∆

           (14) 

This means that the momentum after parallel transport is equal to the original 
momentum plus the change pµ∆  found explicitly in Equation (13). Now, for a 
wavepacket narrow in both energy-momentum and spacetime, we assume that 
the classical computations are a good semiclassical approximation. For a wave 
packet of the form [6]: 

( ) ( )41 d e
4

ip xx p p
µ

µµ
µ µψ = Φ

π ∫




                (15) 
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We have then  

 ( ) ( )41 d e
4

ip xp x x
µ

µ
µ µ µψ −Φ =

π ∫




               (16) 

where ( ), , ,x t rµ θ ϕ=   
After the change in the momentum in transport of the function from 0 to 2π 

in ϕ , we obtain  
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           (17) 

where ( ), , ,rp E p p pµ θ ϕ= .  
We remark that a convolution is not necessary since the support of the wave 

packet is very narrow. 
Now substitute this result into the expression for ( )xµψ  in (15) at the initial 

point xµ  at 2ϕ = π  to obtain the additional phase factor e i p xµµ− ∆  .  

( ) ( )e i p xx x
µ

µµ µψ ψ − ∆′ =   

We therefore find, in our semiclassical calculation, that a wave packet trans-
ported on a closed geodesic curve around a black hole acquires a geometrical 
(Berry type) phase. Quantum scattering [6] on a black hole should display, as for 
the Aharonov-Bohm [13] experiment, a corresponding interference effect.  
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Abstract 
Rapid population growth and major trends of world economy growth have 
led to significant energy needs in our country. Benin, Gulf of Guinea country, 
although with a significant coastal network powered by potential energy from 
breaking waves, has experienced a deficit and a critical energy instability, 
marked by recurrent power cuts and disruption of the national economy. To 
ensure the integration of this source of renewable energy in the Benin energy 
mix and sustainably reduce the energy deficit in progress, this work has aimed 
to study the dissipation of wave energy at the bathymetric breaking in the 
breakers zone of Cotonou coast. Sea conditions and the statistics parameters 
of the breaking waves under perturbation effect of the seabed were evaluated 
to predict the beginning of the breaking. The modeling is based on the Navi-
er-Stokes equation in which the viscosity and the interactions between the 
molecules of the oceanic fluid are neglected. The nonlinear wave dispersion 
relation is also used. The results obtained for this purpose showed that water 
particles have an almost parabolic motion during their fall; their velocity is 
higher than those of the early breaking. In this area, the waves dissipate about 
80% of their energy: it generates turbulence which leads to a strong setting in 
motion of sediments. 
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1. Introduction 

Waves are oscillations of the sea surface, generated by the wind energy and 
maintained by gravity [1]. The profile of a wave can change under the effect of 
an external disturbance (wind, seabed…). It may encounter some movements, 
such as shoaling, breaking, refraction, diffraction, reflection… [2]. Waves carry a 
significant amount of energy which derives from the force of wind upon the seas 
around the globe and that is dispersed by the bathymetric breaking on coasts: 
they are renewable energy sources. Waves’ breaking is a key aspect of the dy-
namics of sea states, particularly in the coastal dynamics. The dissipative processes, 
including the breaking, constitute one of the important terms of the energy bal-
ance sheet to the wave field and require appropriate definition in calculating the 
sea conditions. However, breaking is still poorly understood and poorly defined. 

Benin is a coastal state of the Gulf of Guinea. As such, it has access to the 
ocean which is at the core of perpetual wave motions [3]. Despite the important 
population growth, Benin has been experiencing, for nearly two decades, a sig-
nificant and recurring energy crisis characterized by long periods of power cut 
owing to a significant energy deficit. To this end, it turns out to be essential to 
explore its energy sources. Marine dynamic is a source yet not well-researched 
and undeveloped in Benin. Oceans are rich in energy flows that can be exploited 
[4]. Characterization of the breakers zone has been done on Benin coast based 
on data of MCA Benin, Navier-Stokes equation, and dispersion relation of non-
linear waves. An analysis of the energy dispersion rate of wave energy carried 
out in this area shows that it represents the dissipation zone par excellence for 
breaking waves. The study of variation of the group velocity in the area reveals 
that water particles enrolled at the breaking accelerate and drop with a velocity 
higher than that of the early breaking. Finally, the horizontal length of the 
breakers zone and the fall period of enrolled particles are measured on the study 
site and a study has been carried out on their variation. 

2. Material and Methods 
2.1. Study Site and Data Used 

The bathymetric map (Figure 1(A) below) obtained at the CBRST (Benin Cen-
tre for Scientific and Technical Research) shows the evolution of the local water 
depth in the coastal area of Benin and predicts the average slope and macros-
copic variability of the seabed. This map shows that the seabed in the coastal 
area is almost flat and sloping. It is a gently sloping seabed tanp β=  as  
0.001 tan 0.1 tanβ β β< ≤ ⇒ ≈ . The slope in the shoaling zone corresponds to 

the following on average 100 0.05
2000mβ ≈ =  [5]. 

Benin is a country of the Gulf of Guinea located between the parallel 6˚15' and 
12˚30' north latitude the one hand and meridians 1˚ and 3˚40' east longitude on 
the other hand (Figure 1(B-a)) [6]. It has gotten a coastal area that is 125 km 
from Hillacondji in the west, to Krake in the east. Benin coast is more or less linear  
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(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 1. (A) Bathymetric map of Benin; (B) Sketch of study area (Benin, Gulf of Gui-
nea). (a) Location of ERA and (b) oceanographic buoy. 
 
and cut off in two places, namely, the Bouche du Roy and the channel mouth of 
Cotonou. Its coastal zone is between latitude 6˚15' and 6˚23' north [7]. 

Waves parameters, significant wave height ( sH ) and peak period ( pT ) are 
recorded every 30 min. The buoy data (Figure 1(B-b)) are used for ERA data 
validation and cover the period from December 2015 to October 2016 (See 
HOUNGUE et al., 2018, for more descriptions).  

The gravity on the coast of Benin is approximately 9.80 N kgg =  and the 
density of sea water is 31025 kg mρ =  [8]. 

As part of the expansion of the port of Cotonou, the Millennium Challenge 
Account-Benin (MCA-Benin) performed a series of measures in terms of wave 
power. These measures are performed with two stations of wave recorder buoy 
called WCP1 and WCP2 whose geographical coordinates are respectively (N 
6˚20.118'; E 2˚27.255') and (N 6˚20.373'; E 2˚26.140') [9]. 

Data analysis yielded the following diagrams which respectively reflect the pe-
riod T (Figure 2(A)), the peak to valley height H (Figure 2(B)) and direction 
(Figure 3) of propagation of swells off the Benin coast [10]. 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

Figure 2. (A) Period of swells in the coastal zone of Benin; (B) Height of swells in the 
coastal zone of Benin. 

 

 
Figure 3. Propagation direction of swells in Benin coastal zone. 
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From the analysis of these curves, it appears that the swells in the Gulf of 
Guinea in Cotonou have: 
 A height which varies between 0.4 m and 2 m (0.4 m ≤ Ho ≤ 2 m) with a 

common average value of about 1.1 m (Hom ≈ 1.1 m); 
 A period of peak that ranges between 8 s and 18 s (8 s ≤ T ≤ 18 s) and whose 

average value is about 12 s (Tm ≈ 12 s); 
 A propagation direction that lies between the south (S) and southwest (SW) 

with a strong dominance of the direction from the south to the southwest 
(SSW). 

As for the sea breeze or short swells generated by local winds, they have a pe-
riod that varies between 3 s and 7 s. 

2.2. Swell Velocity at Breaking Point 

When swells become nonlinear under the effect of shoaling (lifting of swell), re-
fraction, reflection, diffraction... it is induced by the disturbing effect of the 
seabed, the wave dispersion relation proposed by Dalrymple et al., to improve 
angularity [11] [12]. 

( )2 tanhgk khω =                           (1)  

with 
2
Hh d= +   

Group velocity gC
k
ω∂

=
∂

 and phase velocity C
kϕ
ω

=  have been inferred 

from that relation of nonlinear dispersion [13]. 
Bathymetric breaking occurs in shallow waters where ( )tanh kh kh≈ ; thus we 

have. 

2g
HC C g dϕ

 = = + 
 

                      (2) 

Using the results obtained with the theory of Boussinesq and the breaking 
standard of Kaminsky and Krauss (1993) [14], the local depth of water bd , the 
height of wave bH  and the wavelength bL  at the breaking point [15] and where  

oH  and 
2

2o
gTL =
π

 represent the off height and wavelength. 

( )

( )

( )

0.908 0.092

0.216

0.227
0.054

2 0.454 0.459

0.108

1.33 tan

0.903 tan
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tan

o o
b

o
b o

o

o o
b

H L
d

L
H H

H

T H L
L

β

β

β

−


=




  =  
 


 =
 π

 

( )

0.908 0.918

0.2161,33 tan
b o o

b
o

d H L
L

µ
β

−

⇒ = =                   (3) 

Thus at the breaking point, we have: 
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2b b
b

g b
H

C C g dϕ
 = = + 
 

                   (4) 

2.3. Modeling of Breaking in the Breakers Zone 

The breakers zone is the area where swells break for the first time. In this area, 
the vertical rise of the free surface behaves like a wave of expansion during the 
breaking. When the maximum height obtained begins to drop at the end of 
shoaling, water particles located on the surface follow the break and drop sharp-
ly. 

2.3.1. Position, Velocity and Trajectory of the Water Particles Affected 
The forces of pressure and gravity and that of Coriolis caused by viscosity make 
it possible to establish the Navier-Stokes equation below [10]. 

( ) 1 p
t

µ
ρ ρ

∂
+ ⋅ = − + + ∆

∂
u u u g u∇ ∇                (5) 

So, the acceleration a  of dropping particles is: 

( )d 1
d

p
t t

µ
ρ ρ

∂
= = + ⋅ = + − ∆

∂
u ua u u g u∇ ∇             (6) 

At the surface, the pressure is nearly constant and equal to the atmospheric pres-
sure ( atmp p Cste p= = ⇒ → 0∇ ). As the viscosity µ  is negligible compared to  

the density ρ of the ocean ( 0µµ ρ
ρ

⇒ →
), we obtain the following [15]: 

=a g                             (7) 

By approximating the direction of swell spread to a straight line, the wave’s 
position r  and its velocity v  are specified on the mark ( ), ,O i k  such as the 
origin O (Figure 4), taken at the free surface of a calm ocean, coincides with the 
start of the breakers zone (as shown in the figure below). 

At the breaking point, the height of the wave is bH  and its group velocity 

bgC . Therefore, the early breaking begins at a position or  with a velocity 1u  as. 
 

 
Figure 4. Wave in the breakers zone. 
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1
1

1

0
and

0 0
bx go

o
o z

u Cx
z u

==  
 > = 

r u                    (8) 

The position and velocity are respectively given by: 

( ) 2
1

1,
2 ox z t t= − + +r a u r  

( )
( )

( ) ( ) 2
, 1

2

bg

o

x t C t
x z

z t t gt zη

 =
⇒ 

= = − +

r                 (9) 

( )d ,
d

bx g

z

u C
x z

t u gt

== ⇒ 
= −

ru u                   (10) 

Thus, the path equation of the water particles located at the surface during the 
breaking in the breakers zone is: 

( ) 21 with 0
2 2

b
r

b b

H
x z x x l

d H
η = = − + ≤ ≤

+
         (11) 

2.3.2. Fall time tc, Length of Breakers Zone lr, and Local Depth of Water  
dc at the Sloping Point 

If at the end of the breakers zone the particles renew contact with the ocean at a 
point Cr  with a velocity cu  and a horizontal component 2u , then we get the 
following: 

2and with
0

bCx gC r
C c b C o

C Cz C

u u Cx l
H z z

z u gt

= ==   = − ≤ = − 
r u       (12) 

At the end of a time Ct , the particle slopes on the free surface at rest and twist it 
towards the depth at a position ( ),c r cl zr ; thus we obtain: 

( )
( )

2

2
, 1 2

2

b r b b br g C

c r c b
c C o C

l H d Hl C t
l z Hz gt z t

g

 = +=  ⇒ 
= − + =  

r        (13) 

The local depth of water cd  at the sloping point is as: 

( )tan 2 tanc b r b b b bd d l d H d Hβ β= − = − +            (14) 

2.3.3. Variation in Group Velocity and Wave Energy in the Breakers Zone 
From the previous results, we have: 

2 2
2 2 2

21 if 0
b b

b

g g g C
g

g tC u C g t C t t
C

= = + = + ≤ ≤          (15) 

Let 
b

g
v

g

C
C

δ =  be the coefficient of variations of the group velocity in the zone 

2 221 with 0
2

b

g b
v

g b b

C Hgt t
C d H g

δ = = + ≤ ≤
+

           (16) 
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If gcC  is the velocity of particles at the sloping point, then the ratio 
b

gc
vc

g

C
C

δ =   

expressing the variations in velocity between the end and the beginning of the 
breakers zones is given by: 

22 2
1 with

2
b

gc c b
vc c

g b b

C gt H
t

C d H g
δ = = + =

+
 

41
21b

gc
vc

bg

b

C
dC

H

δ⇒ = = +
+

                  (17) 

2.3.4. Energy Dissipation Rate in the Breakers Zone 
The total energy carried by a swell is given by: 

21
8

E gHρ=                         (18) 

when the breaking ends (in Surf and Swash zones) where bd d≤ , the height of 
wave drops if the local depth of water d falls; according to Bonneton P. 2002, this 
is expressed by the relation below: 

( ) ( )

11 1
2 4

1b
b b

d dH d H
d d

σ σ

−
− 

    = + −         

            (19)  

with 2

tan
2

b

b
b

H
HT g d

σ
β

=
 + 
 

    

bH  and bd  are respectively the height of swell and the local depth of water 
at the bathymetric breaking point. Thus, we obtain the following at the first 
dropping point of enrolled water particles: 

( )

11 1
2 4

1c c
c b

b b

d d
H H

d d
σ σ

−
− 

    = + −         

            (20)  

with 
( )

2 2
tan 2

b

b b

H
T g d H

σ
β

=
+

  

Let wb wc
d

wb

E E
E

τ
−

=  be the dissipated energy rate in the breakers zone during  

the breaking where wbE  and wcE  represent respectively the total energy at the 
beginning and at the end of the breakers zone. 

2

1 c
d

b

H
H

τ
 

⇒ = − 
 

 

( )
21 2 1 4

tan tan
1 1 1 1r r

d
b b

l l
d d

β β
τ σ σ

−−    
 ⇒ = − − + − −   
     

     (21)  
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3. Results and Discussion  
3.1. Presentation of the Results 

Graphs of Figure 5 show the variations in horizontal length rl  of the breakers 
zone and the fall time ct  of water particles according to the off height and wave 
period in the breakers zone at Cotonou. In terms of the graph in Figure 6, it re-
veals the influence of the slope of the seabed on the latter. 

The curves in Figure 7 and Figure 8 below represent the variations in ratio 

vcδ  according to the height and period of waves on the one hand and the slope 
of the seabed on the other hand. 

The graph below (Figure 9) expresses variations in ratio of the wave energy 
dissipation in the breakers zone for 0.05 radβ ≈ . As for the graph in Figure 10, 
it highlights the influence of the slope of seabed on the dissipation on the energy. 

 

 
Figure 5. Variations in horizontal length rl  of breakers zone and water particles fall time ct . 

 

 
Figure 6. Influence of the seabed slope on the length rl  the time ct . 
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Figure 7. Coefficient vcδ  of variations in velocity of enrolled particles. 

 

 
Figure 8. Influence of the slope of the seabed on vcδ . 

 

 
Figure 9. Variation in energy dissipation rate according to the off height and wave pe-
riod. 
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Figure 10. Influence of the slope of the seabed on energy dissipation in breakers zone. 

3.2. Analysis and Discussion of Findings 

The curves of Figure 5 which present the variations of length horizontally from 
the breakers zone and the sloping duration of enlisted water particles, show that 
these two quantities increase according to the off height and wave period when 
the average slope of the seabed is tan 0.05β ≈ . On the site, when the period 
fluctuates between 8 s and 18 s and then the height is between 0.4 m and 2 m:  
- The horizontal length rl  of the breakers zone varies between 2 m and 7 m 

approximately ( 2 m 7 mrl≤ ≤ ). 
- The fall duration of the water particles fluctuates between 1.5 s and 3.5 𝑠𝑠 ap-

proximately ( 2 s 2.5 sct≤ ≤ ).  
- Variations of the curves in Figure 6 show that rl  drops when the slope of 

the seabed rises whereas ct  falls. When the slope β  of the seabed to the ho-
rizontal varies between 0.001 rad and 0.2 rad with 1.1 moH =  and 12 sT = : 

● The length rl  varies between 5.5 m and 4.3 m approximately  
( 4.3 m 5.5 mrl≤ ≤ ). 

● The fall time ct  corresponds to figures between 2 s and 2.5 s approximately 
( 2 s 2.5 sct≤ ≤ ). 

Variations in the coefficient vcδ  (Figure 7) which reflects the ratio of water 
particles velocity at the end and beginning of the breakers zone reveal that: 
- 1vcδ >  , oT H∀  and β : therefore the velocity acquired by the water par-

ticles at the end of the breakers zone is always higher than their velocity at 
the beginning of this zone; the velocity of the particles increases in the break-
ers zone. 

- vcδ  is a monotonic function of the wave period T but a descending function 
of their off height oH : the longer the period is (the smaller the height of 
swell is), the more important the velocity of water particles is in the breakers 
zone.  
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The evolution of the curve of Figure 8 related to the influence of the slope of 
the seabed on vcδ  states that this coefficient is a monotonic function of the  

slope of the seabed. But this growth tends a limit when tan 1 0
4

β β π
→ ⇒ ≤ ≤ . 

The graph of Figure 9 shows the variations in dissipation rate dτ  of the swell 
energy according to their off height and period in the breakers zone on the coast 
of Benin. Its evolution reveals that: 
● The dissipation rate increases with the off height of the swells; it is therefore a 

monotonic function of the wave height. 
● The rate decreases as the frequency of these waves increases: it is a decreasing 

function of the period. 
● Each breaking wave loses between 70% and 90% of their energy in the break-

ers zone in Cotonou with an average slope tan 0.05β ≈  when the period 
fluctuates between 8 s and 18 s and the height between 0.4 m and 2 m. 

● Breaking is the major source of dissipation of wave energy on the study site.  
As for the diagram of Figure 10 which shows the influence of the slope of the 

seabed on the dissipation rate dτ  of the wave energy, one can read that: 
- The dissipation of the breaking waves energy in the breakers zone increases 

with the slope of the seabed. 
- On the study site, when 12 sT =  and 0.4 m 2 moH≤ ≤ , the rate of dissi-

pation varies between 40% and 95% as the slope of the seabed to the hori-
zontal varies between 0.001 rad and 0.2 rad. 

4. Conclusions 

Dissipation of breaking wave energy is a shaft of renewable energy. It appears 
from this study that the breaking waves in the breakers zone at the coast of Be-
nin lose about 80% of their total energy. This generates turbulence on this site, 
and leads to a strong set in motion of non-cohesive sediments: it heightens coastal 
erosion that one can observe on this coast. This dissipation increases with the off 
height of waves but decreases with their period; it is a monotonic function of the 
slope of the seabed. In addition, results show that the horizontal length lr of the 
breakers zone is an increasing function of the period and the wave height can 
vary between 2 m and 7 m. As for the fall time of the water particles in this zone, 
it fluctuates between 1.5 s and 3.5 s. Similarly, the velocity of the water particles 
increases in this zone depending on the period of the swells and the slope of the 
seabed but constitutes a decreasing function of their off height Ho. 

In Benin context characterized by a large energy deficit, the development of 
this sea renewable energy would be a good perspective to address the crisis and 
improve the modern conveniences of the country in terms of energy. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ρ : Density of sea water (kg/m3); 
µ : Fluid dynamic viscosity (sea water); 
r : Vector position of a point located on the free surface; 
η : Vertical elevation of the water level relative to the reference (m); 
β : Inclination of the seabed relative to the horizontal (rad); 
g: Gravity acceleration (m/s2); 
H: Wave crest-to-trough height (m); 

0H : Offshore wave height peak to trough (m); 

bH : Wave crest-to-trough height at breaking point (m); 

cH : Peak-to-trough height of the swell in the breaker zone (m); 
L: Wave length of the swell (m); 

0L : Wavelength of the offshore swell (m); 

bL : Wavelength of the swell at the breaking point (m); 

cL : Wavelength of the swell in the breaker zone (m); 

rl : Horizontal length of the breaker zone (m); 
2T
ω
π

= : Swell period (s); 

d: Surface-seabed distance near in coastal areas (m); 

bd : Local water depth at the breaking point (m); 

cd : Local water depth in the breaker zone (m); 

gC : Wave group speed (m/s); 
Cϕ : wave phase speed (m/s); 

gbC : Swell group speed at breaking point (m/s); 

bCϕ : Swell phase speed at breaking point (m/s); 

gcC : Swell group speed in the breaker zone (m/s); 
E: Total wave energy (J/m); 

wbE : Total energy at the start of the breakers zone (J/m); 

wcE : Total energy at the end of the breaker zone (J/m); 

ct : Duration of fall of water particles in the breakers zone (s); 
wb wc

d
wb

E E
E

τ
−

= : Rate of energy dissipated in the breakers zone; 

b

g
v

g

C
C

δ = : Coefficient of variations of group speed in the breaker zone; 

b

gc
vc

g

C
C

δ = : Rate of the speeds of the water particles enlisted at the end and at the 

start of the breakers zone. 
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Abstract 
In a previous publication, the author discussed the electron mass and charge 
inconsistencies resulting from classical models. A model was proposed using 
classical equations and two opposite charges to resolve the charge inconsis-
tency. The model proposed in that article is modified herein using classical 
equations to define a model that also resolves the mass inconsistency. The 
positive mass of the outer shell of the electron core is replaced with a negative 
mass. The small negatively-charged core at the center still has positive mass. 
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1. Introduction 

Reference [1] addresses a great inconsistency between the measured electron 
spin magnet dipole moment and the moment calculated from spinning the elec-
tron charge. A similar inconsistency exits between the spin angular momentum 
derived from quantum theory [1] and the classical momentum calculated from 
spinning the electron mass [1]. The author proposed in [1] a classical model for 
resolving the magnetic dipole moment inconsistency. That same model is ex-
tended herein using classical physics equations to resolve the spin angular mo-
mentum inconsistency. The modified model has the following additional fea-
tures: 
● core having a negative mass outer shell and a positive mass inner core at the 

center; 
● resolve the inconsistency between the spin angular momentum S and the 

momentum calculated from spinning the electron mass; 
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● no tensile or compressive forces on the core material for a ring shape; 
● radius close to the classical radius; 
● no intrinsic or induced electric dipole moment. 

Except where otherwise noted, all constants and equations in this article are 
expressed in cgs units. 

The shape of the electron in the model will first be assumed to be a ring. A 
spherical shape will be considered later. 

Table Electron Constants 
 

constant symbol value [cgs] [2] 

charge q −4.8032 × 10−10 

mass m 9.1094 × 10−28 

classical radius R 2.82 × 10−13 

spin angular momentum S 9.1329 × 10−28 

magnetic dipole moment M −9.284764 × 10−21 

Planck’s constant h 6.6261 × 10−27 

speed of light c 2.99792458 × 1010 

2. Mass Inconsistency 
2.1. Background 

As discussed in [1], electron mass calculated from the spin angular momentum S 
using classical equations is more than 100 times greater than experimentally ob-
served mass. To resolve the mass inconsistency, the classical model of the elec-
tron is shown to require a spin rotation speed much greater than the speed of 
light or a radius much greater than the classical radius. As shown in the follow-
ing proposal, the mass inconsistency can be resolved without excessive rotation 
speeds or radii by introducing a negative mass into the electron model. 

2.2. Negative Mass Proposal 

Reference [1] addresses the inconsistency between the electron charge q and the 
charge derived from the spin magnetic moment M. The model for the electron 
resolved the inconsistency by introducing into the model a charge of polarity 
opposite to the polarity of q. Similarly, it is proposed in this article to introduce 
into the model a mass m− having a negative mass to resolve the mass inconsis-
tency. 

The existence of negative mass is controversial. Numerous papers, for exam-
ple [3], have been written which support the notion that there can be both posi-
tive and negative masses, just as there are positive and negative charges. The in-
troduction of a negative mass into the electron model would certainly be helpful 
in resolving the mass inconsistency, discussed above. 

An interesting property of negative mass is that the mass moves in a direction 
opposite to that of an applied force. From F ma= , a positive force F applied to 
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a negative mass m will cause a negative acceleration a. Therefore, negative mass 
will react to a positive force as if it were a negative force. 

The core of the electron in the model is comprised of two parts: 
● outer shell having a charge q+ and a negative mass m− 
● central core having a charge q− and a positive mass m+ 

The distribution of q− within the central core is unimportant as long as it ap-
pears to be located at the center of the outer shell. 

The charge q of the electron is 

q q q+ −= +  

and the mass m of the electron is 

m m m+ −= + . 

Aside from its charge q−, the nature of the central core was not discussed in 
[1]. It is proposed to have a positive mass m+. The radius of the central core 
must be small enough such that its spin angular momentum is negligible com-
pared with the spin angular momentum S of the outer shell. Spin angular mo-
mentum of a mass m at a radius r can be written as 

22 mrS
T

=
π ,  

where T = period of rotation. 
The masses m− of the outer shell and m+ of the central core have nearly the 

same absolute values. Therefore, if the radius r of the central core were to be 
0.01R, or 1% of the outer shell radius R, the spin angular momentum of the cen-
tral core will be only 0.01% of the value for the outer shell and a negligible con-
tributor to the total spin angular momentum S. 

The negative mass m− may be distributed along radials within the outer shell 
of the core, but appears to be located at a center of mass located in a ring of ra-
dius Rm to produce the spin angular momentum S. As will be seen below, the 
calculated value of Rm has a value close to but less than the predicted electron 
radius Rq. The outer ring spin angular momentum is 

22 mm R
S

T

−π
−= . 

The minus sign in the expression cancels the minus sign in the value for m−, 
so S has a positive value. In [1], the spin was reversed to create a negative mag-
netic moment M from a spinning positive charge. That same reversal creates a 
positive spin angular momentum S from a spinning negative mass m−. 

Reference [1] assumes that the modeled electron is spinning less than but very 
close to the speed of light c. This assumption was made during the resolution of 
the charge inconsistency. Therefore, 

2 qR
T

c
=

π
, 

where Rq is the electron radius to be calculated for the model. 
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2
m

q

R
S m c

R
−
 

=   
 

−  

The rotation speed of the outer shell center of mass is 

2 m m

q

R R
v c

T R
 

= =   
 

π
 

The centrifugal force on m− is 
2

2

m
m q

v cm m R
R R

− −
 

=   
 

. 

The sign convention for forces in this article is: positive forces are repulsive and 
directed away from the center; negative forces are attractive and directed toward 
the center. The centrifugal force in this case is an attractive force because the 
mass m− of the outer shell is negative. 

3. Electric Forces 

The electron modeled in [1] is a free electron, and the influence of external 
forces was not considered. The application of an external electric field will create 
forces on the two charges q+ and q− that tends to push them apart. Unless physi-
cally restrained, a displacement of q− from the center of q+ will result, creating an 
induced electric dipole moment. Reference [4] reports an experiment where the 
upper limit of the electric dipole moment was measured. If a dipole moment ex-
ists at all, it is very small, much smaller than the model in [1] with unrestrained 
charges would predict. Therefore, a fundamental assumption for the model 
proposed herein is that the electric dipole moment induced by an external elec-
tric field is zero. 

Although the outer shell and central core of the model herein could be physi-
cally bound to each other, that is not a requirement. The two charges need not 
be physically constrained. Consequently, when an external electric field E is ap-
plied, these two components of the core must accelerate together at exactly the 
same rate to keep the core intact. Therefore, the accelerations are 

qE q E q E
m m m

+ −

− += =  

The charge and mass relationships derived from the accelerations are 

m q
m q

− +

=  and mq q
m

−
+  
=  
 

 

The mutually repulsive force upon each increment of q+ due to all of the other 
increments of q+ actually acts as a negative attractive force on the outer shell, 
because the mass of the shell is negative. The apparent force on all increments is 

22 2
q m q
r m r

+ −   
− = −   
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where r is the radius of charge shell q+. The attractive force between q+ and q− 
acts as a repulsive positive force upon the outer shell. The force is 

2

2 2 1q q m q q
m

q m q m
r mr mr

+ − + −− −          −
− = − = − −         

         

 

 




. 

The combined internal electrical forces act as a repulsive positive force on the 
outer shell: 

2m q
m r

− 
− 



 
 
 

 

4. Internal Forces 

The sum of the internal forces must be zero for the core to be stable: The sum of 
the centrifugal and electrical forces is 

2 2

0m
c m qm R
r rm

−
−     =  


−  
 


   

 

The solution for Rm in the above equation is the radius of the effective mass 
ring of the outer shell: 

2
131 2.82 10m

qR
c m

− = = × 
 

 

Rm is exactly equal to the classical radius of the electron, calculated in [5]. The 
radius Rq of the charge ring is calculated in the following: 

3

2 4
m

mc r
R m qS m c
r m

−
−    

= =  


−
 

− , 3

4

m
m qr

mc S

− 
− 
 

=  

The magnetic moment M for a spinning ring of charge q+ and radius r is 

2

2
qM rω
+

=  [MKS] [6] 2

2
qM r

c
ω

+

=  [cgs] 

where 
2
T

ω π
=  and for the electron model, T = period of rotation = 2 r

c
π . The 

magnet moment for the electron model is 

2
1
2

q m qr
m

M r
+ − 

− −  
 

= = , 2M
m qr
m−   

= −   
  

 

(As explained in [1], the spin direction in the model is reversed such as to pro-
duce a negative spin magnet moment for a spinning positive charge.) 

The radius Rq of the charge ring is the solution to 

3

42Mr
qr

q
mc S

 
=  
 

. 

3
132 3.030 10 1.07q

M q
mS c

R R− = = 


=


×  

The radius Rq of the charge ring is 7% greater than the radius Rm of the effective 
mass ring. Rq is considered to be the radius of the modeled electron. 
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The radius of the outer shell is stable. Since its mass is negative, any perturba-
tion to the outer shell radius will cause the shell to react in the opposite direction, 
canceling out the perturbation. Also, the center of the outer shell is stable with 
respect to the inner core. A displacement of the center from the inner core cen-
ter will increase the attractive force between the outer shell and inner core in a 
direction opposite to that of the displacement. The increase in attractive force on 
the negative mass of the outer shell will cause it to move such as to nullify the 
displacement and restore the net force on the outer shell to zero. 

5. Internal Attributes 

The two electron model radii, Rm and Rq, have been calculated for a ring-shaped 
core, so other attributes can now be calculated. 

252= 1.16 10 127.62
q

M mm
q

m
R

− − −=− = ×−  

251.17 10 128 61 .m m m m+ − −= × =− =  

86.129 10 127.6q
m
mq q+

−
− 

= 


× =


=  

86.177 10 128.6q q q q− + − −=−= = ×−  

0.93v c=  

For a spherically-shaped core, Rm has the same value as for a ring-shaped core. 
However, the model for spin magnetic dipole moment M is different, and con-
sequently the values for other attributes will be different also. The model for M is 

2

3
qM rω=  [MKS] [7] 2

3
qM r
c
ω=  [cgs] 

The equations above for the ring-shaped core can be adjusted to those for a 
spherically-shaped core, by replacing “2M” with “3M”. The internal attributes 
for a spherically-shaped core are then 

3
133 3.711 10 1.32q

M q
mS c

R R− = = 


=


×  

253= 1.42 10 156.34
q

M mm
q

m
R

− − −=− = ×−  

251.43 10 157 33 .m m m m+ − −= × =− =  

87.507 10 156.3q
m
mq q+

−
− 

= 


× =


=  

87.555 10 157.3q q q q− + − −=−= = ×−  

0.76v c= . 

6. Core Material 

The model presented in [1] relied on an incompressible or compressible core 
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material to provide stability of the internal force balance. The model proposed 
herein does not for a ring-shaped core and for forces in the equatorial plane of a 
spherically-shaped core. However, for the later shape, core material is still re-
quired to provide a stable force balance along the spin axis, as detailed in [1]. 

7. Summary 

A model of the electron has been proposed which has two opposite electrical 
charges and both positive and negative masses. The positive charge q+ and nega-
tive mass m− reside on the outer shell of the electron. The negative charge q− and 
positive mass m+ reside at the center of the electron. They have radii small 
enough so that the spinning negative charge does not significantly contribute to 
the net magnetic moment and the spinning positive mass does not significantly 
contribute to the spin angular momentum. The shape of the electron can be a 
ring, spherical, or a shape in between the two. 

The intrinsic electric dipole moment of the modeled electron is zero. Also, 
there is no induced electric dipole moment when the electron is in an external 
electric field. 

The internal attributes of the modeled electron are presented in the table 
below (Table 1). They are expressed as ratios to their corresponding external 
attributes. 

The outer shell mass can be distributed along the radial direction. The mass 
can be thought of as being located along a circle having a radius equal to the 
“mass radius”. The mass radius calculated for the electron model has a value ex-
actly equal to the classical electron radius and independent of the core shape. 

The charge radius is the radius of the positive charge on the surface of the 
outer shell. Its value is somewhat greater than the mass radius. The charge radius 
is considered to be the radius of the modeled electron. For a ring-shaped core, 
the calculated radius is only 7% greater than the classical radius. 

The speed of the outer shell surface at the equator is assumed to be very close  
 
Table 1. Internal/external attribute ratios. 

attribute ring sphere 

mass radius
classical electron radius

 1.00 1.00 

charge radius
classical electron radius

 1.07 1.32 

outer shell mass outer shell charge
electron mass electron charge

=  −127.6 −156.3 

central core mass central core charge
electron mass electron charge

=  128.6 157.3 

outer shell mass speed
speed of light

 0.93 0.76 
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to the speed of light, and has been set equal to the speed of light in the calcula-
tions. The speed of the center of mass at the mass radius is somewhat less than 
the speed of light. 

Single-charge single-mass models of the electron have a large inconsistency 
between the spin angular momentum S and the momentum calculated from spin-
ning the electron mass at close to the speed of light. The proposed dual-charge 
dual-mass model eliminates this inconsistency with a radius very close to the 
classical radius and a rotation speed slightly less than the speed of light. 

The single-charge electron model subjects the core to a very high tensile force. 
The net force on the negative-mass outer shell is zero, so there is no tensile force 
on the core. The outer shell is inherently stable, and for a ring-shaped core does 
not require any assumptions about the core material tensile strength or com-
pressibility. There is no tensile force on the spherical core, but the compressive 
electrical force along the spin axis must still be physically balanced by the core 
material. 
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